Introduction

25
The flexibility of mammalian behavior showcases the dynamic range over which neural circuits can 26 be modified by experience and the robustness of the emergent cognitive algorithms that guide 27 goal-directed actions. Decades of research in cognitive science has independently detailed the 28 algorithms of decision-making (e.g., accumulation-to-bound models, Ratcliff (1978) ) and reinforce- -indirect pathway striatal neurons ( ∈ { , }); DA -dopamine signal; STR -striatum; GPe -globus pallidus external segment; STN -subthalamic nucleus; GPi -globus pallidus internal segment; FSIfast spiking interneuron; RT -reaction time; -DDM drift rate; -separation between boundaries in DDM; -bias in starting height of DDM; -time after which evidence accumulation begins in DDM.
A B While these simulations show that applying a dopaminergic plasticity rule to corticostriatal 126 synapses allows for a simple network to learn action values linked to reward magnitude, many 127 reinforcement learning tasks rely on estimating reward probability (e.g., two armed bandit tasks). 128 To evaluate the network's capacity to learn from probabilistic rewards, we simulated a variant actions yielded a reward of 1, leading to a significant dopamine increase, on at least some trials.
142
The weights onto the two iMSN populations remained much more similar. One general trend was 143 that the weights onto the -iMSN neurons decreased, contributing to the bias toward action over 144 action .
145
In all three cases, the distinction in synaptic weights translated into differences across the dMSNs' 146 firing rates (Figure 4 , first row), with -dMSN firing rates ( ) increasing over time and -dMSN 147 firing rates ( ) decreasing, resulting in a greater difference that emerged earlier when was 148 larger and hence the conflict between rewards was weaker. Notice that the firing rate reached 149 almost the same value for all three probabilities. In contrast, the firing rate tended to smaller 150 values as the conflict decreased. As expected based on the changes in corticostriatal synaptic 151 weights, the iMSN population firing rates remained similar for both action channels, although the 152 rates were slightly lower for the population corresponding to the action that was more likely to yield a reward ( Figure 4F ). 154 Similar trends across conflict levels arose in the respective frequencies of selection of action 155 . Over time, as weights to -dMSN neurons grew and their firing rates increased, action was 156 selected more often, becoming gradually more frequent than action . Not surprisingly, a significant 157 difference between frequencies emerged earlier, and the magnitude of the difference became 158 greater, for larger ( Figure 5 ).
159
To show that this feedback learning captured experimental observations, we performed ad- experimental subject, and each action selection was considered as the outcome of one trial per- 163 formed by that subject. After each trial, a time period of 50 was imposed during which no cortical 164 inputs were sent to striatal neurons such that no actions would be selected, and then the full simula-165 tion resumed. For these simulations, we considered the evolution of the value estimates for the two 166 actions either separately for each subject ( Figure 6A ) or averaged over all subjects experiencing the 167 same reward probabilities ( Figure 6B ), as well as the probability of selection of action averaged 168 over subjects ( Figure 6C ). The mean in the difference between the action values gradually tended 169 toward the difference between the reward probabilities for all conflict levels. Although convergence 170 to these differences was generally incomplete over the number of trials we simulated (matched 171 to the experiment duration), these differences were close to the actual values for many individual 172 subjects as well as in mean (Figure 6A,B) . These results agree quite well with the behavioral data in network with a more biologically-based decision-making mechanism, which we next discuss.
184
CBGT Dynamics and Choice Behavior
185
A key observation from our STDP model is that differences in rewards associated with different 186 actions lead to differences in the ratios of corticostriatal synaptic weights to dMSN and iMSNs greater differences in direct pathway activation between the two channels (i.e., > ; Figure 8B ). Figure 7 . Single trial example of CBGT dynamics. Population firing rates of CBGT nuclei, computed as the average of individual unit firing rates within each nucleus in (black) and (red) action channels are shown for a single representative trial in the high reward probability condition. The selected action ( ) and corresponding RT (324 ) are determined by the first action channel to raise its thalamic firing rate to 30 .
optimal action channel in proportion to its expected reward value.
220
Interestingly, although the weights of Ctx-iMSN connections were kept constant across condi-221 tions, iMSN populations showed reliable differences in activation between channels ( Figure 8C ).
222
Similar to the observed effects on direct pathway activation, higher reward conditions were asso- Finally, we examined the effects of reward probability on the AUC of all iMSN firing rates ( ; 235 combining across action channels). Observed differences in across reward conditions were 236 notably more subtle than those observed for other summary measures of striatal activity, with 237 greatest activity in the medium reward condition, followed by the high and low reward conditions, 238 respectively.
239
In addition to analyzing the effects of altered Ctx-dMSN connectivity strength on the functional 240 dynamics of the CBGT network, we also studied how the decision-making behavior of the CBGT , and high (yellow) reward conditions. B and C: Summary statistics of dMSN and iMSN population firing rates were extracted on each trial and later included as trial-wise regressors on parameters of the DDM, allowing specific hypotheses to be tested about the mapping between neural and cognitive mechanisms. In B, lighter colored bars show the difference between dMSN firing rates in the and action channels whereas darker colored bars show the difference between dMSN and iMSN firing rates in the action channel, both computed by summing the average firing rate of each population between trial onset and the RT on each trial. In C, lighter colored bars show the difference between iMSN firing rates in the and action channels and darker colored bars show the average iMSN firing rate (combined across left and right channels). Error bars show the bootstrapped 95% CI. D: Average accuracy (probability of choosing ) and RT ( choices only) of CBGT choices across levels of reward probability. E: RT distributions for correct choices across levels of reward probability; note that higher reward yields more correct trials. the medium and high conditions did not ( = .13).
259
We also examined the distribution of RTs for responses across reward conditions ( Figure 8E ).
260
All conditions showed a rightward skew in the distribution of RTs, an empirical hallmark of simple 261 choice behavior and a useful check of the suitability of accumulation-to-bound models like the DDM 262 for modeling a particular behavioral data set. Moreover, the degree of skew in the RT distributions 263 for responses became more pronounced with increasing reward probability, suggesting that the 264 observed decrease in the mean RT at higher levels of reward was driven by a change in the shape 265 of the distribution, and not, for instance, a temporal shift in its location. To investigate potential interactions between the drift rate and other parameters of the DDM, 293 we performed another round of fits in which a second free parameter (either , , or ), in addition . DDM fits to CBGT-simulated behavior reveals pathway-specific effects on drift rate and threshold mechanisms. A: ΔDIC scores, showing the relative goodness-of-fit of all single-and dual-parameter DDMs considered (top) and all DDM regression models considered (bottom) compared to that of the null model (all parameters held constant across conditions; see Table 2 ). The ΔDIC score of the best-fitting model at each stage is plotted in green. The best overall fit was provided by DDM regression model III. B: DDM schematic showing the change in and across low (blue), medium (cyan), and high (yellow) reward conditions, with the threshold for and represented as the upper and lower boundaries, respectively. C: Posterior distributions showing the estimated weights for neural regressors on , which was estimated on each trial as a function of the average iMSN firing rate across left and right action channels (see in Figure 8C ), and , which was estimated on each trial as a function of the the difference between dMSN firing rates in the left and right channels (see − in Figure In model III, the drift rate on each action selection trial depended on the relative strength of direct 319 pathway activation in and action channels (e.g., − ), whereas the boundary height on 320 that trial was computed as a function of the overall strength of indirect pathway activation across 321 both channels (e.g., ). To determine how these parameter dependencies influenced levels of 322 and across levels of reward probability, the following equations were used to transform intercept 323 and regression coefficient posteriors into posterior estimates of and for each condition : showed no significant difference between medium and high levels of reward probability.
266
CBGT-DDM Mapping
324 = 0 + Δ ,(1)= 0 + ,(2)
340
Next, we evaluated the extent to which the best-fitting regression model (i.e., model III) was able 341 to account for the qualitative behavioral patterns exhibited by the CBGT network in each condition.
342
To this end, we simulated 20,000 trials in each reward condition (each trial producing a response Table 1 . Single-and dual-parameter DDM goodness-of-fit statistics. DIC is a complexity-penalized measure of model fit, DIC = D( ) + , where D( ) is the deviance of model fit under the optimized parameter set and is the effective number of parameters. ΔDIC is the difference between each model's DIC and that of the null model for which all parameters are fixed across conditions. Asterisks denote models providing best fits within the single-parameter group (*) and across both groups (**).
DIC ΔDIC because the CBGT network is substantially more complex (i.e., has more parameters) than the 486 DDM, it is necessarily more flexible in terms of the empirical phenomena that it is capable of fitting. We consider a computational model of the striatum consisting of two different populations that 549 receive different inputs from the cortex (see Figure 1 , left). Although they do not interact directly, 550 they compete with each other to be the first to select a corresponding action. 
where is the leak conductance and the leak reversal potential. In terms of a neural − potential is reset to .
563
The inputs from the cortex to each MSN neuron within a population are generated using a 564 collection of oscillatory Poisson processes with rate and pairwise correlation . Each of these 565 cortical spike trains, which we refer to as daughters, is generated from a baseline oscillatory Poisson 566 process { ( )} , the mother train, which has intensity function (1 + sin (2 ) 
In the STDP network (see Figure 1, 
where denotes the time of the th spike in the cortical daughter spike train pre-synaptic to the To describe the evolution of neuronal eligibility, we first define and to represent 619 a record of pre-and post-synaptic spiking, respectively. Every time that a spike from the corre-620 sponding cell occurs, the associated variable increases by a fixed amount, and otherwise, it decays 621 exponentially. That is, we without loss of generality take to be 0), consistent with previous models. Hence, we take ( ) to 641 change according to the equation
where the function 
where the sum is taken over the times { } when actions are performed, leading to a change in 649 that we treat as instantaneous, and is the dopamine decay constant. The DA update value 650 ( ) depends on the performed action as follows:
where ( ) is the reward associated to action at time , ( ) is an estimate of the value of action at variant gave similar results to our primary version but with slower convergence (data not shown).
674
For convenience, we refer to the action implemented by one population of neurons as "left" or 675 and the action selected by the other population as "right" or .
676
Rewards 677
In our simulations, to test the learning rule, we present results from different reward scenarios.
678
In one case, we use constant rewards, with = 0.7 and = 0.1. In another case, we implement 679 20 of 34 probabilistic rewards: every time that an action occurs, the reward is set to be 1 with probability is selected but the firing of the -dMSN is sufficiently late after this that no change in results.
721
At time E, is selected again. This time, the -dMSN fires just before the action leading to a large 722 eligilibity and corresponding increase in . Finally, at time F, is selected. In this instance, the 723 -dMSN fired just before selection and hence is eligible, causing to increase when goes up.
724
Although this weight change does not reflect correct learning, it is completely reasonable, since the 725 physiological synaptic machinery has no way to know that firing of the -dMSN did not contribute 726 to the selected action . (STDP network section) under three different probabilistic feedback schedules (see Table 4 ), each 771 maintained across all trials for that condition (N=2500 trials each).
772
Neural dynamics 773 To build on previous work on a two-alternative decision-making task with a similar CBGT network 774 and to endow neurons in some BG populations with bursting capabilities, all neural units in the 775 CBGT network were simulated using the integrate-and-fire-or-burst model (Smith et al., 2000) . Each or a non-zero probability of projecting to recipient neurons within and between action channels 816 (see Table 3 Excitatory feedback from the STN to the GPe was assumed to be sparse but channel-specific, 843 whereas projections from the STN to the GPi were channel-generic and caused diffuse excitation in 844 both -and -encoding populations.
845
Populations of cells in the GPi (N=100/channel) received inputs from three primary sources: 846 channel-specific inhibitory afferents from dMSNs in the striatum (i.e., direct pathway) and the 847 corresponding population in the GPe (i.e., short indirect pathway), as well as excitatory projections 848 from the STN shared across channels (i.e., long indirect and hyperdirect pathways; see Table 3 ).
849
The GPi did not include recurrent feedback connections. Table 3 . Synaptic efficacy ( ) and probability ( ) of connections between populations in the CBGT network, as well as postsynaptic receptor types (AMPA, NMDA, and GABA). The topology of each connection is labeled as either diffuse, to denote connections with a > 0 of projecting to left and right action channels, or focal, to denote connections that were restricted to within each channel. 
Connection
Drift Diffusion Model
875
To understand how altered corticostriatal weights influence decision-making behavior, we fit the were conducted in three stages using a forward stepwise selection process. First, we compared 892 models in which a single parameter in the DDM was free to vary across reward conditions. For these 893 simulations all the DDM parameters were tested. Next, additional model fits were performed with 894 the best-fitting model from the previous stage, but with the addition of a second free parameter.
895
Finally, the two best fitting dual parameter models were submitted to a final round of fits in which 
Results with step changes in action values
1095
In Appendix 1 Figure 1 we show the results of a simulation experiment with the STDP model in which the rewards associated with the and actions are switched after 5 sec. During the -action consolidation period (from second 2 to 5), the firing rate for the -dMSNs ( ) becomes higher than that for the -dMSNs ( ). After 5 , 20 actions have been performened and the learning is almost consolidated, with ( ) and ( ) near = 0.7 and = 0.1 respectively (see first panel). After the switch, there is a period of confusion where, even though action is no longer the most rewarded, the network still shows a preference for over . Subsequently, the network learns that the action is now more valuable than the action, and the grows while decreases, such that eventually > . After 10.5 seconds or so, the rate of seleciton of consistently that for , showing the network's capacity for adjusting to reward changes. 
Definitions of quantities computed from the STDP model
1117
Averaged population firing rate 1118 We compute the firing rate of a neuron by adding up the number of spikes the neuron fires within a time window and dividing by the duration of that window. The averaged population firing rate is compute as the average of all neurons' firing rates over a population, given by ⟨ ∑ Δ ⟩ where Δ is the time window in , is the spike train corresponding to neuron , and ⟨⋅⟩ denotes the mean over the neurons in the population, The time course of the population firing rate is computed this way, using a disjoint sequence of time windows with Δ = 500 . Action frequency 1128 We compute the rate of a specific action in a small window of Δ = 500
as the number of occurrences of action within that window divided by Δ.
1130
Mean behavioral learning curves across subjects 1131 The behavioral learning curves indicate, as functions of trial number, the fraction of trials on which the more highly rewarded action is selected. Within a realization, using a sliding trial count window of 5 trials, we computed fraction of preferred actions selected (number of preferred actions divided by the total number of actions). Then we averaged over realizations. Using different realizations (simulating subjects in a behavioral experiment), we computed the difference of the expected reward of action and the expected reward of action at the time of each action selection (that is, ( * ) − ( * ), where * is the time of action selection).
Notice that ( * ), for ∈ { , }, only changes when an action occurs. Moreover, to average across realizations, we only considered the action number rather than the action onset time.
